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Abstract

Healthcare 4.0 paradigm aims at realization of data-driven and patient-centric health systems wherein advanced sensors can

be deployed to provide personalized assistance. Hence, extreme mentally affected patients from diseases like Alzheimer

can be assisted using sophisticated algorithms and enabling technologies. Motivated from this fact, in this paper, DeTrAs:

Deep Learning-based Internet of Health Framework for the Assistance of Alzheimer Patients is proposed. DeTrAs works in

three phases: (1) A recurrent neural network-based Alzheimer prediction scheme is proposed which uses sensory move-

ment data, (2) an ensemble approach for abnormality tracking for Alzheimer patients is designed which comprises two

parts: (a) convolutional neural network-based emotion detection scheme and (b) timestamp window-based natural language

processing scheme, and (3) an IoT-based assistance mechanism for the Alzheimer patients is also presented. The evaluation

of DeTrAs depicts almost 10–20% improvement in terms of accuracy in contrast to the different existing machine learning

algorithms.
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1 Introduction

The transition of conventional healthcare systems to a data-

driven and patient-centric healthcare 4.0 has initiated a

pragmatic change in the health statistics [1]. The adaption

of cutting-edge technologies (Internet of things, body area

networks) which are driven by sophisticated data-driven

algorithms (machine learning, deep learning) has supported

this change in healthcare systems equipped with smart

devices (wearable devices, sensors, medical gadgets) [2].

This transition has lowered the fatality rate of populations

and has increased average life expectancy. The healthcare

4.0 ecosystem works largely on two foundations: (1)

patients (physical world) and (2) cloud or edge/fog-enabled

algorithms and autonomous systems (virtual world) [3].

This modern healthcare system relies heavily on the cross-

organizational services which tend to promote personal-

ization and individual healthcare assistance and support

using big data analytic [4]. The enabling technologies, i.e.,

data analytics and recommender systems, have a vast

research potential in context of healthcare systems. Due to

this transformation, the personalized recommendations can

be provided to the patients suffering from various diseases

using the enabling technologies. These recommendations

consider different verticals of diseases such as staging,

severity, risks involved and assistance possible. Thereafter,

a balanced decision can be drawn about the possible

treatments, precautions and assistance for the specific dis-

eases [5].

Healthcare sector could be further bifurcated into

physical and mental healthcare. Past decade has witnessed

a shift of the healthcare industry from physical to mental

healthcare [6]. Alzheimer is one of the most prevalent

diseases related to mental healthcare in context with the

elderly population. This is supported by the Alzheimer

association report (2018) [7], which depicts the causes of
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death in the period of 2000–2015. Alzheimer disease

becomes irreversible when it reaches later stages and the

memory/thinking skills are destroyed that leads to diffi-

culty in carrying out simple routine livelihood tasks for

human being. The brain develops amyloid plaques and

neurofibrillary tangles that were found after the brains of

deceased were examined. According to the report, the

reason of deaths has witnessed a growth of 123% for

Alzheimer patients as compared to - 11% for heart disease

and - 16% for stroke. Moreover, by 2050, the number of

Alzheimer-affected patients is projected to surpass the

mark of 15 million in USA alone, i.e., nearly two cases are

expected to develop in a period of one minute [7]. Even

more, according to the statistics released by National

Center of Health Statistics (2017) [8], the number of deaths

in USA which is attributed to the mental diseases like

Alzheimer has shown an exponential growth. The increase

in such deaths is attributed to the fact that the detection of

Alzheimer in patients is often late due to which reversing

the degradation becomes very difficult. Another reason is

attributed to insufficient support mechanisms for such

patients. These facts necessitate the need of reliable tech-

nological solutions for the detection and tracking (like

visual tracking [9]) of the people suffering with Alzhei-

mer’s disease and thereafter providing necessary assistance

to improve their quality of life.

2 Related work

In lieu of the above necessity, various existing proposals

have tried to devise different solutions related to the pre-

diction or detection of Alzheimer disease. The prediction

of Alzheimer disease is being pursued via different

approaches such as using MRI data and motion sensor data.

For example, Chitradevi et al. [10] concentrated on brain

subregions analysis for prediction of Alzheimer disease

using optimization techniques. The research work carried

out concluded that hippocampus biomarker acts as an

important biomarker to analyze the Alzheimer disease.

Alejandro et al. [11] used various deep learning techniques

along with transfer learning to achieve better results on

sagittal MRIs available in ADNI and OASIS datasets. The

research initiatives undergoing for Alzheimer prediction

are using either medical data (like MRI) or sensor data (like

gait sensors, skeletal sensors). Long et al. [12] proposed a

machine learning-based scheme to discriminate between

Alzheimer patients and mild cognitive patients for healthy

elderly cases.

In another work, Liu et al. [13] proposed a multi-tem-

plate learning mechanism for the automated diagnosis and

staging of Alzheimer’s disease. For this purpose, a feature

selection algorithm is used to model the relationships

between templates and patients followed by the usage of

support vector machine classifier. Seifallahi et al. [14]

performed experimental study on 24 elderly women. The

experiment involved skeletal data analysis of 12 women

who were affected with Alzheimer and 12 women who

were healthy. The results showed that using support vector

machines for feature extraction yielded good classification

accuracy. The survey performed in [15] discusses various

gait analysis approaches, pre-processing steps as well as

various use cases where gait analysis can be explored

further. In [16], the authors deployed a whole-brain hier-

archical network to represent the patients based on auto-

mated anatomical labeling. They used feature selection

algorithm to reduce the dimensionality and thereafter

adopted multiple kernel boosting algorithm for the classi-

fication of the subjects. After analysis of these proposals, it

can be concluded that machine learning algorithms have

been used to detect and predict the Alzheimer’s disease.

However, the artificial intelligence-driven algorithm based

on deep learning and cognitive intelligence can help to

recognize or detect or predict the early symptoms of Alz-

heimer’s disease in an efficient manner. Even more, the

Alzheimer patients can be provided with an Internet of

things (IoT)-based assistance for an enhanced quality of

life.

In [17], a cloud- and IoT-based healthcare system has

been proposed for predicting the serious diseases. How-

ever, the above proposal has not targeted the mental dis-

eases like Alzheimer or dementia. Even more, the existing

research has been limited to cloud-based systems and none

of the proposals have tried to utilize the edge or fog devices

for handling analytical tasks. Giampaolo et al. [18] col-

lected behavioral data in a noninvasive way to achieve a

machine learning classification which supports the vision

of providing better healthcare services without affecting

the lifestyle of the patients under monitoring. Research

being undertaken in these areas supports the applicability

of the model proposed in this research work in real life.

However, none of the above-discussed existing proposals

have realized the multi-varied solution for the detection,

tracking and assistance of Alzheimer patients.

2.1 Contributions

To overcome these limitations, we proposed a deep

learning-based Internet of Health Framework, called

DeTrAs, for assisting Alzheimer patients. The contribu-

tions are listed as follows:

• A layered architecture for Internet of Health (IoH)

ecosystem comprises fog data analytics. In this mode, a

trigger-based sensor activation model is proposed for

managing master and slave sensors.
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• A recurrent neural network (RNN)-based Alzheimer

prediction scheme is proposed which uses sensory

movement data collected in IoH ecosystem.

• An ensemble approach for abnormality tracking for

Alzheimer patients is designed which comprises two

parts: (1) convolutional neural network (CNN)-based

emotion detection scheme and (2) timestamp window-

based natural language processing scheme.

• An IoT-based assistance mechanism is suggested for

Alzheimer patients.

3 System model

The system model comprises a layered architecture for IoH

system. The architecture is inspired from the fact that

decision making in IoT environment [19] can be supported

by machine learning techniques. Figure 1 depicts the lay-

ered architecture which consists of five layers described as

follows:

User layer This layer consists of i users comprising human

beings (Alzheimer and non-Alzheimer) at different loca-

tions in a smart environment.

IoT/Sensor layer This layer consists of j types of IoT

sensors which are used to sense the data generated at user

layer. These sensors can be embedded within the human

body, inside a smart home and within the smart city

infrastructure. The various types of sensor deployed in the

proposed model are zenith sensor, voice recognition sen-

sors, emotion sensor, acceleration sensor and medical

sensors. These sensors capture heterogeneous data, i.e.,

auditory, visual, motion and medical.

Fog layer The data sensed by the sensors are forwarded to

the computational layer, i.e., fog layer. This layer consists

of k fog nodes or servers (equipped with sufficient com-

puting resources or power) deployed at different geo-

graphical locations across a smart city. The entire

computational or analytical tasks like data processing and

analysis are performed closer to the location of the users,

i.e., at fog layer.

Core network layer This layer comprises core network

infrastructure, i.e., forwarding devices which are respon-

sible for the entire transmission of data from fog layer to

the cloud layer.

Cloud layer These sensed data are finally forwarded to

cloud-based storage for future analysis. Moreover, if in a

case, the fog devices do not have sufficient computing

power to process the data, then such computation is passed

to the cloud servers for processing. This layer compliments

the resource constrained fog devices deployed in the pro-

posed model.

3.1 Trigger-based sensor activation model

The deployed sensors have been divided into two cate-

gories, namely master ðaÞ and slave ðbÞ sensors. A trigger-

based activation mechanism is used for handling these

sensors in order to achieve improved energy efficiency.

Initially, the master sensors are active, but the slave sensors

are activated only as and when required. The slave sensors

stay in a sleep mode due to non-active message received

from the master sensor. For this purpose, the Message

Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) publish/subscribe

scheme is used to awake the slave sensors whenever

required. Here, the patients are equipped with the gait

sensors that are considered as master sensors to all other

Fig. 1 Layered architecture for IoT-based healthcare framework
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sensors. The gait sensor tracks the movement of patient

which can further trigger the slave sensors when the patient

is in motion. The set of slave sensors are listed as follows:

ZIG; ZEG; ZR1
; ZR2

; ZR3; . . .; ZRn
ð1Þ

AIG;AEG;AR1
;AR2

;AR3
; . . .;ARn

ð2Þ

BLIG;BLEG;BLR1
;BLR2

;BLR3
; . . .;BLRn

ð3Þ

BO1
;BO2

;BO3
; . . .;BOM

;MH;MT ð4Þ

where Z represents the zenith sensor, IG represents the

internal sensor placement, EG represents the external

sensor placement, Rj represents the room numbers (1 to n),

A represents the auditory sensor, BL represents the Blue-

tooth sensor boards, B represents the binary sensor, Oj

represents the openable device sensors (1 to n), MH rep-

resents the medical sensor for heartbeat and MT represents

the medical sensor for body temperature.

The considered sensory system is scalable in nature as

the number of sensors is directly coupled with the number

of rooms and openable devices. The number of sensors

could be increased or decreased as per the need of the

Alzheimer patient surrounding environment. All the slave

sensors mentioned above subscribe to the master sensor

which publishes the message of activation or non-activa-

tion as per the requirements. The slave sensors on receiving

the non-active message enter the sleep mode for energy

saving and start sensing once they receive the activation

trigger. The important aspect of MQTT mechanism is that

the publisher is decoupled from the subscriber. The anal-

ysis of the data sensed by the slave sensors is performed in

synchronization with the master sensors. The sensed data

are generally in a raw form and require pre-processing for

better efficiency and accuracy. The following function has

been defined for the activation of sensors.

fb ¼
1 : If a ! ACTIVATE

0 : Otherwise

�

ð5Þ

4 DeTrAs: proposed scheme

The proposed scheme, i.e., DeTrAs, is divided into three

phases (as shown in Fig. 2) which are discussed as follows:

4.1 Phase 1: RNN-based Alzheimer prediction

The first phase involves the task to identify whether the

subject under supervision is an Alzheimer patient or not.

For this purpose, RNN, a popular deep learning approach,

has been used. RNN comprises numerous processing layers

with agenda to learn about representations of data using

abstraction [20]. To predict the patients with Alzheimer,

the input data sensed by the sensory system are fed to the

RNN model. The model for Alzheimer disease prediction is

defined as follows [20]:

st ¼ f ðst � 1; rt; hÞ ð6Þ

where s(t) represents the current hidden layer which is a

function of the previous hidden layer, r(t) denotes the

current input and h represents the various parameters of the

input functions.

Based on the above definition, the graphical represen-

tation of the RNN model is shown in Fig. 3.

The complete set of parameters considered for training

the RNN model are given in Table 1.

RNN assigns different weights to the above-defined

parameters in multiple hidden layers while performing

supervised learning to train the model. The trained model is

then installed on the computational fog devices which

receives an input from the master sensors, i.e., gait sensors

embedded on the subjects for the purpose of movement

monitoring as shown in Fig. 2. The fog receivers depend on

the location of the subject, i.e., the various areas where the

subject could be found such as home environment, public

areas, local businesses and public transportation. The

sensed data are continuously transmitted to the fog devices

till subject is identified. Jayneel et al. [22] proposed similar

technique of patient monitoring using fog computational

devices for assisting patients in their home environments.

The results obtained showed better performance in terms of

latency and data overloading for fog computing-based

environment instead of non-fog computing-based envi-

ronment. Inspired from the same, we have used the fog

layer to enforce latency-conscious system.

A unique id ðPidÞ is assigned to the subject which is

transmitted to the cloud via network gateway, and the

profile type with the respective id is updated accordingly. If

a patient is detected as positive, then the next phase of

DeTrAs is triggered for behavior abnormality using mul-

tiple sensors.

The weights of RNN are optimized to achieve a better

classification result by using supervised learning for

adapting the weights, which in turn leads to dynamic

behavior of RNN. The mean squared error is focused here

for minimizing the classification error EðclassÞ.

EðMSE;cÞ ¼
1

N � T

X

N

n¼1

X

T

t¼1

X

NðcÞ

n¼1

x
ðcÞ
nti � ðy

ðcÞ
nti

� �2

: ð7Þ

The number of time series in the training dataset is repre-

sented by N, and T is the number of time steps in every

time series. The evaluation involved taking a time step of

50 s for being able to capture long-term dependencies in

data and is represented by t. The feature vectors taken into

consideration are 9 and are presented by aL. The variables
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y
ðcÞ
nti and x

ðcÞ
nti are defined as the output and target value of the

ith classification neuron at the tth time step of the nth time

series. The number of neurons taken is 50 and is repre-

sented using NU.

The proposed framework is focused on continuous

monitoring of the candidate in an IoT-enabled environment

till the patient with Alzheimer is detected. The candidate

continues to perform regular activities without any inter-

ference. The movement tracking of the patient is done via

various means, i.e., gait sensors as well as Bluetooth board

sensors. Tracking of the candidate’s location in the house is

performed by the Bluetooth board sensors [23], whereas

gait sensors track the movement style of the candidate. The

work flow presented in Algorithm 1 is controlled through a

decision variable ðlÞ. This variable depicts a positive

Fig. 2 DeTrAs framework

Fig. 3 RNN model

Table 1 Notation table [21]

Notation Description

AAHF Ankle acceleration—horizontal forward

AAV Ankle acceleration—vertical

AAHL Ankle acceleration—horizontal lateral

ULHF Upper leg—horizontal forward

ULV Upper leg—vertical

ULHL Upper leg—horizontal lateral

TAHF Truck acceleration—horizontal forward

TAV Truck acceleration—vertical

TAHL Truck acceleration—horizontal lateral
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Alzheimer case if its value is 1 and negative case if its

value is 0 represented as follows:

l ¼
1 : Affected

0 : Not-affected

� �

: ð8Þ

In this algorithm, the input from gait sensors is collected

in batch of 50 s represented as follows:

a ¼ AAHFð1;2;...;nÞ
;AAVð1;2;...;nÞ

;AALð1;2;...;nÞ
;

�

ULHFð1;2;...;nÞ
;ULVð1;2;...;nÞ

;ULLð1;2;...;nÞ
;

TAHFð1;2;...;nÞ
;TAVð1;2;...;nÞ

;TALð1;2;...;nÞ

�

:

ð9Þ

The data are batched with an objective of analyzing the

temporal trends, and hence, LSTM RNN is used where data

are passed on to 50 declared neurons of the RNN. The

activation function used in the process is hyperbolic tan-

gent, and a dropout of 0.5 is taken to avoid over-fitting. The

output of this algorithm for a class can be either Freeze or

Normal values. Once the output is received, the control is

passed on to phase 2 if l ¼ 1 or the loop is repeated again.

4.2 Phase 2: ensemble approach for abnormality
tracking

In this phase, an ensemble approach for tracking of Alz-

heimer patient abnormality is designed. This is done to

reduce the number of incorrect detection made by the

proposed scheme as the weight assigned to different input

sources of detection will be eliminating the outliers. This

phase considered two cases: (1) video (human pose

analysis [24], person and visual identification [25–27],

action recognition [28]) and (2) audio data collected from

sensors (linguistic analysis [29, 30]). The output of this

phase is obtained on the basis of the following function:

f ðxÞ ¼ aþ b ð10Þ

where a ¼ W � SA and b ¼ W � SB and SA is output of

case 1 and SB is output of case 2.

In the proposed scheme, the weights assigned for each

of the cases are given as follows:

f ðWÞ ¼
W ¼ 0:6; If sensor type = Audio

W ¼ 0:4; If sensor type = Video

�

: ð11Þ

If the combined weight of the sensory alarm generation is

more than the prescribed threshold, the alarm is considered

to be a true alarm and hence the mechanisms would be

triggered for assisting the Alzheimer patient. The proposed

schemes for both these cases are described as follows:

4.2.1 Case 1: CNN-based emotion detection

The composite video data from zenith sensors are con-

verted to time-variant images of 120 * 160 RGB images.

These images would then fed to the CNN model to detect

the emotion of the subject [31]. The major emotion cate-

gories and their relative priorities defined in [32] are shown

in Table 2.

The proposed scheme uses a pre-trained CNN model as

shown in Fig. 4 for extracting the features of the dataset.

The extracted representation is fed as an input to the CNN

classifier which analyzes the time-variant images fetched

from zenith sensors. CNN model comprises an input layer,

numerous hidden layers and an output layer. Hidden layers

are further bifurcated into pooling layers, convolutional

layers and a completely connected layer. The kernel (mask)

is applied on a part of input vector (receptive field) in the

convolution layer. On application of the kernel, a weighted

value of a part of the input vector is calculated and is fed

into the hidden layer. This process continues incrementally

to cover all the parts of the input vector. Hence, there is a

hidden neuron present for each receptive field in the hidden

layer which does the task of learning the overall bias in the

hidden layer. The mathematical representation of the

Table 2 Emotion categories
Emotion Priority

Happiness Normal

Sadness Normal

Disgust Normal

Surprise High

Fear Very high

Anger Very high
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output of hidden neuron post-convolution can be repre-

sented as follows [33, 34]:

convðw; aÞxy ¼ r bþ
X

n

i¼0

X

n

j¼0

wði;jÞaðxþi;yþjÞ

 !

ð12Þ

where r is the activation function, b is the value of bias, w

is the weighted mask of dimension n� n and aðx;yÞ repre-

sents the input activation at (x, y)th position.

On activation of all the slave sensors, the zenith sensors

start recording the Alzheimer patient facial features data.

The subject under observation may express emotion of

surprise and confusion if he/she is suffering from effects of

Alzheimer. On detection of such an emotion, an alarm is

generated for triggering actuation. This phase generates an

analytical result, SA. To avoid false alarms, the audio data

are also analyzed for abnormality tracking in order to reach

a firm conclusion.

4.2.2 Case 2: Timestamp window-based natural language

processing scheme

In this case, the data collected by auditory sensors are used

to validate the partial alarm generated in the previous case

on the basis of zenith sensors. The timestamp window

mechanism is used to filter out the audio stream fetched

from the auditory sensors. A window of 15 s is proposed

from the timestamp where video frame recognizes a trig-

gering emotion. The speech-to-text synthesizer is used to

convert the given speech to the textual form. Then, the pre-

processing steps (tokenization, stop words removal,

lemmatization) are performed on the textual data. Parts-of-

speech (POS) tagger is used to further analyze the structure

of the sentences (like sentiment analysis [35]). The existing

corpus is fed to the naive Bayes classifier for the identifi-

cation of sentences which represents the questions trig-

gered to extract the information about identity of the visitor

from the cloud repository. The analytical resultant of this

phase is represented as SB. The overall flow of this case is

depicted in Fig. 5.

The location of the user is tracked using the wearable

smart band which provides GPS coordinates. The video

data received from zenith sensor are converted into still

image frames which would be represented in the form of

m � n and audio data generated from audio sensor for every

15 s converted in the form of text. The current location of

the user and time for which the user has stayed in that room

is used to activate the various sensors attached in that

room.

The inputs from activated zenith and audio sensors are

analyzed in order to evaluate the need of actuation. This

ensemble approach for this entire task is represented using

Algorithm 2. Here, a decision variable (c) is used to control

the actuation represented as follows:

c ¼
1 : Actuation required

0 : Actuation not-required

� �

: ð13Þ

Algorithm 2 is designed to depict the workflow of the

ensemble approach. The algorithm involves conversion of

video-based data (represented as a) into image frames

which are then fed to the pooling layer.

a ¼ ðZIG; ZEG; ZRð1;2;...;nÞ
Þ: ð14Þ

Similarly, the data from audio sensors (represented as b)

are fed to the synthesizer which generates respective text-

based data.

b ¼ Að1;2;3;...;nÞ

� �

: ð15Þ

On image frames, the pooling layer reduces the data over

selected feature vectors. The CNN model with sigmoid

activation function generates the output class representing

emotion of the object in frame. Similarly, the text pre-

processing techniques such as stemming/lemmatization,

tokenization and stop word removal are applied to convert

the data into high-priority tokens only. Then, naive Bayes

classifier is used to evaluate the emotion. If both zenith and

audio sensors are in consensus with the emotion detected,

then the threshold value is checked in order to reduce the

probability of false alarms. Depending upon the type of

emotion and the location of user, the required assistive

activity is launched as discussed in phase 3.

Fig. 4 Tracking of Alzheimer patient
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4.3 Phase 3: IoT-based patient assistance
mechanism

The third phase of the scheme involves the usage of IoT

devices for providing different types of assistance to the

Alzheimer patient when a trigger is generated by phase 2

(such as social community message propagation [36]). The

assistance could be of various types listed as follows:

• In corrective assistance, the Alzheimer patient is

informed about the decision which is incorrect and

needs a corrective action or should be reverted.

• In reinforcing assistance, the process opted for a

incorrectly performed action in the past is reiterated

so as to perform it correctly at the current instance.

Reinforcing assistance is aimed at cognitive stimulation

for delaying the effects of Alzheimer’s disease.

• Supportive assistance involves the case when require-

ment is triggered by Alzheimer’s patient using an

application.

In lieu of the above, the IoT-based assistance can be

classified on the basis of complexity of trigger and support

mechanisms into activities of daily life (ADL), social

cognition and cognitive stimulation therapy. The different

possible scenarios for each of the above-mentioned cate-

gories are discussed as follows:

4.3.1 ADL

These are routine activities which are performed by all

elderly people and mostly include Alzheimer patient as an

individual. The different types of ADL are discussed as

follows:

• Meal tracking activity is to ensure that the patient does

not forget to take any of the meals in a day. For

example, the motion sensors embedded in a wearable

band enable the detection using the arm motions to

know whether meal eating motions have been pre-

formed or not.

• Bath activity is embedded to ensure that the patient has

taken bath in the day. Binary sensors embedded on the

bathroom utilities and house gate help to detect whether

bath activity has been performed or not. If in a case the

Alzheimer patient has forgotten to take bath and tries to

open gate of the house, a reminder would be sent for the

completion of bath activity before leaving the house.

• Medicine activity is used to ensure that the patient has

taken the prescribed medicines. Binary sensor embed-

ded on the medicine box detects whether the pills have

been used or not. If this activity is skipped, then an

initial reminder is sent to the patient and thereafter a

second reminder is sent to the family members of the

patient.

• Hydration activity ensures that the patient is consuming

the water in an appropriate amount. The motion sensors

embedded on the wearable band detect the number of

times the motion-based activity for drinking water has

been performed. If in a case, the patient has not drunck

the desirable amount of water to keep him hydrated,

then a trigger is generated.

• Safe area fencing ensures that an Alzheimer patient

does not enter any area marked as unsafe. GPS sensor

data are used to match the unsafe areas coordinates with

the current location of a patient. If in a case the patient

enters an unsafe area, a trigger is sent to the family

members via cloud layer.

4.3.2 Social cognition

These activities are performed when an Alzheimer patient

is interacting with other human beings, i.e., a relative,

family member or unknown person. This is comparatively

complex activity as it involves the tasks with relatively

Fig. 5 NLP-based sentiment

analysis
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larger computational requirements. The different types of

social cognition activities are listed as follows:

• Visitor recognition is an activity where the Alzheimer

patient requires assistance to recognize the visitors. If

the ZIG and AIG sensors generate the trigger of

inability of patient to recognize the visitor, then the

ZEG sensor data are used to check whether the visitor

belongs to the patient known list of humans or not.

Accordingly, the patient is presented with the related

information about the visitor on the smart glasses so

that he can handle the situation.

• Task scheduler activity: The AIG, AEG, AR1, AR2,

AR3,...,ARN sensors are used to continuously process

the audio stream. The NLP process discussed in

Section 4.2.2 is applied to find any time-based events

scheduled for the future. On detection of any such

event, the information is passed to the cloud layer

which sends a reminder on the basis of the stored

database.

• Conversation recaller: The AIG, AEG, AR1, AR2,

AR3,...,ARN sensors are used to find any reference to

the past event. In case, if there is a reference to any past

event and the patient is not showing any sign of recall,

then the existing conversations related to the visitor

with the same context are shared with the patient on

audio speaker.

4.3.3 Cognitive stimulation therapy

These activities aim at reducing the rate of impact of

Alzheimer disease on the patient. This IoT-based support

mechanism is triggered on the basis of the inputs from

wearable and zenith sensors. Wearable sensors are used to

judge whether the patient is awake or not and the zenith

sensors are used to conclude whether the patient is free or

not. If in a case the patient is awake and free, then the

cognitive stimulation games can be presented to the patient

via the home theater system or smart phone.

In this way, the IoT-based assistance mechanism is used

to improve the quality life index of the Alzheimer patient.

The flow of IoT-based patient assistance mechanism is

depicted in Fig. 6.

Also, Table 3 describes the different verticals and cases

of the suggested IoT-based patient assistance mechanism.

5 Performance evaluation

DeTrAs involves the amalgamation of different existing

techniques to provide an ecosystem to the Alzheimer’s

patients which can assist them in day-to-day activities.

Different datasets for different phases have been used for

evaluating the effectiveness of DeTrAs in a simulated

environment.

In phase 1, the Daphnet dataset [21] has been used to

predict the Alzheimer’s disease. A total of 1,025,891

records were used to train the RNN model along with

various classification algorithms (Bayes Net, naive Bayes,

logistic, simple logistic, decision tree). The different

evaluation results are depicted in Table 4 in terms of cor-

rectly classified instances, true-positive rate, false-positive

rate, precision, recall and F-score. The superiority of RNN

in terms of precision, recall and F-score is clearly evident

from Fig. 7. Daphnet dataset is devised to benchmark the

automatic detection mechanisms for Freezing of Gait. The

correct classification instances percentage of RNN

(DeTrAs) is 88.59%, which is 6% higher than nearest

candidate, i.e., decision tree as well as the precision of

RNN (DeTrAs) is higher than decision tree and Bayes Net

on Daphnet dataset.

Even more, the accuracy of RNN classifier is shown in

Table 5. RNN classifier is found to be performing better

than decision tree achieving 88.63 percent accuracy. RNN

classifier performs better for this case because in case any

exceptional data values are there in the data then the

decision trees fall apart which leads to reconstruction of

tree, whereas the same can be achieved in RNN by

adjusting the weight factors.

In phase 2, the ensemble approach is used for emotion

extraction using the video and audio data feeds. For video

feed, the MMI dataset [37] is used as reference for

Fig. 6 Flow of IoT-based patient assistance mechanism
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extracting the emotion from the image data. The proposed

CNN-based tracking is compared with popular SVM

classifier. CNN is found to be more accurate in contrast to

SVM in case of emotion detection from image feed as

shown in Table 6. The CNN performs better than SVM

because of the fact that the CNN performs better at finding

Table 3 IoT-based patient assistance mechanism

Name of activity Triggered sensor Actuation Computational

layer

Type of activity

Meals Motion Wearable band reminder Edge layer ADL

Bath Binary Audio speaker Edge layer ADL

Medicine Binary Band reminder, reminder to family

members

Edge/cloud layer ADL

Hydration Motion Wearable band reminder Edge/cloud layer ADL

Safe area fencing GPS Band reminder, reminder to family

members

Cloud layer ADL

Visitor recognition Zenith and audio Smart glass recognizer Edge/cloud layer Social cognition

Task scheduler Audio Wearable band reminder Edge/cloud layer Social cognition

Conversation recaller Audio Audio speaker Edge/cloud layer Social cognition

Cognitive stimulation

therapies

Wearable and

Zenith

Cognitive games Edge/cloud layer Cognitive

stimulation

Table 4 Alzheimer detection

using different algorithms
Algorithm CCI (%) TP rate FP rate Precision Recall F-score

Bayes Net 72.8 0.729 0.203 0.8 0.729 0.742

Naive Bayes 72.26 0.723 0.267 0.751 0.723 0.709

Logistic 74.16 0.742 0.276 0.753 0.742 0.71

Simple logistic 74.32 0.743 0.281 0.748 0.743 0.708

Decision tree 82.88 0.829 0.164 0.807 0.829 0.81

RNN (DeTrAs) 88.59 0.886 0.866 0.83 0.886 0.84

Fig. 7 RNN versus other

classification algorithms

Table 5 Freezing of gait

classification accuracy
Name of classifier Accuracy

Decision tree 82.68

RNN (DeTrAs) 88.63
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local connections with the help of available filters as well

as the time taken in testing of CNN is much smaller as

compared to SVM, whereas the same is opposite for

training phase.

For extensive evaluation, the CNN model (DeTrAs) is

pre-trained on the FER dataset [38]. The FER dataset is

divided into training (28,700 images), testing (3500 ima-

ges) and validating (3500 images) phases. The initial net-

work learning rate and minimum learning rates are set to

0.02 and 0.001, respectively. Here, we used stochastic

pooling which leads to random sample selection from the

training set in each of the training epochs. It was observed

that network does not overfit due to the selection of

stochastic pooling dropout. The epoch with best training

accuracy has been selected as our trained model. Table 7

shows the variation of accuracy with an increase in the

number of epochs for training, testing and validation sets.

Table 8 shows the comparative analysis of classification

accuracy for FER dataset using three approaches: (1) six

randomly initialized single (RIS) CNN models, (2) average

ensemble of these six networks and (3) hinge loss frame-

work. It depicts the variations in the classification accuracy

for validation and testing based on different approaches.

Similarly, the comparative analysis of classification

accuracy three approaches for SFEW dataset [39] is shown

in Table 9. Here also the variations in terms of classifica-

tion accuracy for validation and testing have been com-

pared based on different approaches.

Figure 8 depicts the comparative representation of

classification accuracy for these three models for FER and

SFEW datasets.

For audio feed, the sensors are first synthesized to scribe

text which is then pre-processed before initiating the

classification process. The dataset provided in [40] is used

to evaluate the performance of the emotion detection from

text data. Two classes of classification algorithms are

evaluated in the experiment, i.e., naive Bayes and decision

tree. Naive Bayes classifier is found to be more accurate in

comparison with the other variants as shown in Table 10.

Table 6 Phase 2 video feed evaluation results

Name of classifier Accuracy

SVM 62.89

Deeper CNN (DeTrAs) 79.9

Table 7 Training and testing

accuracies with an increase in

epochs on FER

No. of epochs Training accuracy (%) Non-voting accuracy (%) Voting accuracy (%)

10 40.78 40.13 40.56

50 74 64.2 66.08

100 78.45 65.26 68.04

150 86.67 70.84 75.26

180 90.22 74.46 81.04

Table 8 Classification accuracy of different models on FER dataset

Model Six RIS

CNN

models

Average ensemble of

six RIS CNN models

Hinge loss

CNN

framework

Validation 68.72 73.24 77.92

Test 70.45 76.37 79.86

Table 9 Classification accuracy of different models on SFEW dataset

Model Six randomly

initialized single

(RIS) CNN models

Average

ensemble of six

RIS CNN

models

Hinge loss

CNN

framework

Validation 53.46 58.35 66.58

Test 60.04 63.47 71.02

Fig. 8 Evaluation results for CNN (DeTrAs)

Table 10 Phase 2 audio feed evaluation results

Name of classifier Accuracy

Decision tree 71.83

Naive Bayes (DeTrAs) 75.02
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The emotion detection using two modes of data, i.e.,

video and audio feed, helps to reinforce the correct

detection of assistance situations and hence reduces the

number of false alarms. After the analysis of the evaluation

results, it is quite evident that DeTrAs acts an accurate

framework for providing correct classification Alzheimer

patients which are provided with assistive care using IoT-

based mechanism.

6 Conclusion and future scope

This paper presented an ensemble framework DeTrAs:

deep learning mechanism for predictive and assistive care

for Alzheimer patients in Internet of Health ecosystem. In

DeTrAs, three different phases work in tandem with each

other. The first phase predicts the Alzheimer patients on the

basis of emotional moments of the subject collected using

sensors deployed. In phase 2, the predicted subjects are

further evaluated for the abnormality staging on the basis

of video and audio feeds with the larger goal of providing

assistive healthcare provisions in the last phase. DeTrAs

has been evaluated using different datasets on the basis of

accuracy, precision, recall, true-positive rate, false-positive

rate, F-score and correctly classified instances. DeTrAs

outperforms the existing variants of its category due to

deeper training using multiple layers of neural networks.

The proposed approach could be further enhanced using

ambient intelligence and game theoretic approaches to

achieve Nash equilibrium and thus increase the perfor-

mance of DeTrAs as well.
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